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Excimer Laser Gain By Pulse Shape Analysis

Abstract-An analysis of the temporal emission of broadband tunable
excimer lasers such as XezCl shows that the laser pulse can be described
in terms of a Q-switch model rather than by steady-state considerations.
For eiectron-beam (e-beam) pumped rare gas halide mixtures, transient absorption of the majority gas-usually argon-acts as a chemical
Q-switch. The ring-up time of the delayed laser pulse may be conveniently used for optimization of the laser gas mixture.

Xe,CI-FLUORESCENCE

FARADAY
INTRODUCTION
OR the prediction of laser performance and optimization
of the cavity configuration, a knowledge of the optical
gain ofa particular active medium is essential [l]. Small- Fig. 1. (a) Typical temporal characteristics of XeCi- and XezC1-fluorescence and laser pulses. The e-beam excitation pulse, as monitored by
signal gain is characterized by the product N*a, where N* is
a Faraday current probe, is also indicated. (b) Assumption of a fast
the excited state population density and u, is the cross section
&-switchmodel: the loss density Na(t) vanishes at t = t o .
forstimulated emission. With prior knowledge of u, from
fluorescence dataofthe
transition of interest such as the
The purpose of this paper is an explanation of the described
bandwidth and spontaneous decay time [2], a measurement
of g =N*u, allows a determination of the population density temporal behavior of fluorescence and laser emission and a
of the upper laser level and thus eventually facilitates kinetic gain determinationby analysis of the laser pulse shape, in
modeling of the excitation process responsible for build-up of particular, by analysis of the pulse ring-up time. Other parameters of interest are predictions concerning the delay time and
inversion.
Gain measurements are relatively straightforward for high- maximum available power density from such a system.
gain systems by application of amplified spontaneous emission
THEORETICAL
MODEL
(ASE) techniques [3],[4].
Medium- and low-gain systems
The theoretical model is based on the assumption that the
require more refined procedures such as multiple passage
probing of gain or loss by means of a laser beam. Yet another effective gain geff can be expressed by the equation
approach is to analyze the temporal behavior of the laser outgeff N*(t) ue - Nu(t)
(1)
put making use of the largest number of possible roundtrips.
Medium- and low-gain candidates are the recently discovered with Na as the density of absorbers of cross sections ua. At
broadband emitting tunable excimer lasers, in particular, the time t = to [seeFig. l(b)] , which coincides approximately
C + A transition of XeF [5] - [7] and the triatomic excimers withthe peak of the observed fluorescence, N,(t) vanishes
such as Xe,CI [8], [9] and Kr,F [lo]. Several interesting because of natural decay or chemical decomposition of the
characteristics of the temporal behavior of trimer emission absorbing species. Inthe case of e-beam pumped rare gas
are apparentfrom Fig. l(a) (seealso [l 11): (1) the rapid halide mixtures this initial absorption can be attributed to a
build-up of the diatomic excimer emission of the B + X transi- fast decaying absorbing species of the majority gas argon [12] .
tion of XeCl centered at 308 nm uponelectron-beam (e-beam) After t = to the build-up of the laser pulse Il(t),which corexcitation(the e-beam pulse is shown as the Faraday-cup responds to the photon flux inside the cavity, can be described
probecurrent),
(2) the almost simultaneous occurrence of by a set of rate equations known from Q-switch theory [13],
triatomic Xe,Cl fluorescence, and (3) the considerably de- [14] :
layed Xe, C1 laser pulse with typical delay times of =40 ns.
lir* = -aelV*11(t)
(2)
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il (t)=

(t)(UeN* -

K).

(3)

In (3) c denotes the velocity of light and K = K, t K~ are the
losses due to outcoupling ( K , ) and other non-resonant, internal
losses (~i). For a cavity of length L (cf. Fig. 2) and mirrors of
reflectivity R and R z , the quantity K , is given by [ l ]
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x=o

x =L

Fig. 2. Configuration of transversely excited active volume of length
L,surrounded by mirrors of reflectivity R 1 and R2t=t0

For R = 1 and R 2 = R , the externally observed output power
density PI is given by [ I ]

Fig. 3. Typicalexcimer laser pulse, characterized by a maximum internal photon flux 1 1 , max, a delay time A, and ahalf-width 6.

where hvl is the energy per photon.
Equations (2) and (3) incorporate the usual assumptions for
fast Q-switching: neglecting the effect of population relaxation
and pumping during the laser pulse, as shown in Fig. 3. In
order to check the validity range of theequationsforthe
Q-switch model, we first present a derivation that starts from
the more general photon transport equation forIl (x, t):

kto

Fig. 4. Computer solution of (2) and (3) showing the typical temporal
shape of 11 ( t )and N * ( t ) withN"(t0) normalized to 1 1 ,

-l. - . Ia; ( X , t j f - . I : (aX , t ) = I : g ( I : ) .
at
ax

Here 1: and I - are the internal intensities propagating in the
positive and negative x-direction, as shown in Fig. 2, where
the total (internal) intensity Il at any point is given by
I1 =I: +I;.

t-

trnax

A comparison with the stationary solutions of [l] leads to
and (15) can be rewritten in terms of the formulation
according to (3):

c r K,

(7)

According to [I] g(Ilj is determined by the relation
g(I1 j EE CJ,N*(I,) -

Ki.

Equation (6) can be separated by letting

I: (X, t ) =X'(x)

*

T'(t)

which yields the following equation for X'(x) and T'(t):

The derivation of (16) from the more general photon transport
(6)
is based on the assumption Il # I l (x), which is justified
(8)
only for medium- and low-gain media. Consequently, application of (2) and (3) is limited to laser resonators with high
(9) cavity-Q or a reflectivity R close to unity.
After dividing (2) by (3),

-dN*
_ - --. 1
dI1

c

ff,N"(t)
(OeN*(tj - K ) '

Il (tj and N*(t) can be written as follows:

For Il #Il (x), both sides of (IO) are constant:

or

=x*(())
.p

dN*

x

Insertion of (12) into (6) leads to

or with
Il(tj = T++ T - ,
~.~=I1[g(I1j-C].
at

Formally, (19) together with (18) represents the exact solu.
tlon of the Q-switch problem, withthetime
dependence
N*(t) and I l ( t ) , as depictedin Fig. 4, in agreement with
(15) [13] - [ 151 . Both an approximate solution (19) and a numer(14)
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ical computer solution with the experimental datadescribed in
the following section indicate that a very good approximation
may be obtained with the following assumptions:
(a) leading edge of the laser pulse:

N"(t) x N*(O)
or

II( t ) = Il (0) exp {ct[N"(O)ue - K ] };

(20)

(b) trailing edge of the laser pulse:

N"(t) x 0
OK

Il ( t ) = 11,max exp (-cKt).

(21)
and6 forN*(O) = 8 .

In other words, for a low-gain laser system the ring-up time is Fig. 5. Influence ofZl(0) onll,-,A,
essentially given by the difference between gain and cavity
losses andthe pulse decay time by the product C ( K , t ~ i ) ,
usually called the cavity decay time.
It is interesting to note that the maximum of the internal
laser intensity 11, as derived from (18), is obtained for

N"(t) = K/O,

~m-~.

(22)

or N*(t) = NZation, which is the value for N" under steadystate conditions of laser operation:
C

(23)

Il,m,=Il(O)t--{g-K(l+ln(glK))}
@e

where g z N " ( 0 ) u,.

RESULTS
For the example of gain analysis of the triatomic excimer
Xe2C1, let us consider a transversely excited active volume
V, = 10 cm3 and length I.= 10 cm with R 1 = 1 and Rz = 0.95,
based on theexperimentalconditions described in [9]. The
small-signal gain g r N " ( 0 ) * 0, is given by N*(O) = 8 1014
cm-3 and u, =
cm', or g = 8 * loW2per pass. Fora
spontaneous decay time T = 135 ns [8] , [ 111 , the total spontaneous decay rate N" * V,/T is approximately 5 loz2 s-l. A
photonflux of 5
cm-2 s-l is the upper limitofthe
quantity Il(0) in (23) and a value of lo2' cme2 s-' is a more
practical figure. In Fig. 5 we have studiedthe influence of
various assumptions concerning 11(0) on three quantities of
interest: 11,
m,,
delay time A, and halfwidth 6 of the laser
pulse. It is apparent from this figure that 11(0)does not influence the peak intensity Il,m, and the halfwidth 6. However, 11(0)influences the delay time A which is an experimental quantity that is difficult to determine. Fig. 6 depicts
the dependence of 11,m,, 6 , and A on the inversion density
N"(0) for an initial photon flux 11(0),due to spontaneous
decay of 1021 cm-2 * s-' . The internal maximum power density 11,m, and the halfwidth 6 for the case N"(0) = 8 * lOI4
cm-3 are also shown, which results in Il,m, = 0.2 MW/cm2
for an Xe2Cl emission wavelength of 500 nm and 6 = 13.6 ns.
Fig. 7 shows a compilation of laser pulses obtained by a computer solution of
(2) and (3) for different values of N"(0)
close to N"(0) = 8 . 1014. The internal photon flux fl has
been normalized to thevalue obtained forN"(0) = 12.5 X loi4

I
1015

10"
INVERSION DENSITY N * ~ O I I C ~ ~ ~ I 10'6

Fig. 6. Dependence of I1 max, A, and 6 on the initial inversion density
N*(O) with I1 (0) = 10'" cm-2 s-'. Thepower density (MW/cm2)
has been calculated for a wavelength h = 500 nm.
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Fig. 7. Temporal characteristics of laser-pulses for five different initial
inversion tensities N*(O) close to 8 1014 cm-3 and normalized to
Z1,max 'Z1; (N*(O) = 12.5 X 1014).
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~ m - ~The
. figure clearly shows the influence of N*(O), or the
initial gain, on the shape of the laser pulse and the delayed
occurrence of the pulse as characterized by A.
We next consider the difference inactualoutput
power
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output power density according to (24). For an output
coupler of R = 0.98, a power density Pym of 3 kW/cm2 is
obtained which is in agreement withthe results shown in
Fig. 8. The gain peaks at a CC14 donor pressure of 1 torr at
cm-l .
a value of 8 .

CONCLUSION
Based on the approximate closed form and numerical computer solution of the rate equations, it has been shown that
the temporal behavior of a low-gain laser system such as the
triatomic Xe2C1 can be described in terms of a @switch
model. The initial losses that prevent the system from laser
oscillation are due to transientabsorptionofthe
e-beam
excited rare gas mixture. The output power density and delayed onset of the laser pulse have been considered. Details of
a gain determination based on pulseshapeanalysisare given
which is valid provided that there is no spatial variation of the
photon flux inside the cavity. In addition, the gain data does
not depend on any assumptions concerning theunknown
photon flux along the cavity axis.
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CClL DONOR PRESSURE [TORR]Fig.9. Dependence of Xe2Cl laser gain upon CC14 donor pressure.
Circular symbols refer to gain values determinedfromthe
pulse
ring-up time as characterized by the halfwidth &; rectangular symbols
refer to an evaluation of 11,max. The solid curve represents a fit to
experimental data.

density Pl for steady-state operation ofthe described laser
system and for Q-switched conditions. In thelatter case
P, =P,, Q-s+tch is given by

where
( g , R )given
is
by (23). Stationary
conditions
P -Pl,station are given by [l]

with r, as before, the spontaneous decay time, K as defined by
(4), and gstationas the steady-state gain produced by the
excitation source. A comparison of (24) and (25) in Fig. 8
shows that the output power density for Q-switch laser operation upto 4 kW/cm2 for R = 0.95 exceeds Pl,station by
only a factor offour.
Experimental data depicting optimization of the Xe,C1 laser
output by varying the CCI, donor pressure at a fixed partial
pressure of 8 atm of the main buffer gasAr and 200 torr of
Xe is shown in Fig. 9 (further details are given in [ 111). This
figure shows the good agreement between experimental data
pointsobtained by deriving the gain fromthe ring-up time
6 or by determining the CC14 pressure dependence of the
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Surface Raman Ellipsometry

Abstract-A method for achieving the ultrahigh sensitivity required for
surfacevibrational
spectroscopy is proposed. Polarization selective
heterodyne detection permits shot-noise limited submonolayer detection with classically noisy picosecond laser sources. Furthermore, the
polarization selectivity is used to eliminate the overwhelming thermally
induced changes in surface reflectivity.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE application of Raman spectroscopy to studies of
atomic and molecular interactions at surfaces is becoming
more important, since practical situations (catalytic gas flows,
electrochemical cells, etc.) are inaccessible to electron spectroscopies which require ultrahigh vacuum environments [ 1] . This
importance is emphasized by the fact that Raman spectra can
be used to identify adsorbed species as well as to determine
the bond strengths and bonding geometry (from force constant
calculations). The high-frequency resolution of Raman spectroscopy (-1 cm-' = 0.12 meV) will allow the differentiation
between subtle changes in the state of surface species as well.
Observations of an anomalous lo4 -IO6 enhancement in
Raman scattering from molecules adsorbed on silver surfaces
was originally thought to improve the feasibility of Raman
scattering as a surface vibrational probe. However, this enhancement appears to be confined to molecules adsorbed on
roughened Ag, Cu, and Au surfaces [ 2 ] ,and is thus not generally applicable. In an effort to overcome the poor sensitivity
of spontaneous Raman scattering, Levine et al. [3] have re-
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cently proposed and analyzed methods for acquiring surface
vibrational spectra by means of stimulated Raman spectroscopy
(SRS). Furthermore, Levine and Bethea [4] have constructed
an SRS system comprised of a pair of synchronously modelocked picosecond dye lasers. After extensive developmental
work, they claim to have achieved the sensitivity necessary for
the detectionof submonolayer quantities of molecules adsorbed
on various metal and dielectric substrates.
Akey obstacle to achieving t h s sensitivity is the requirement that the probe laserclassical power fluctuations be reduced below the quantum statistical power fluctuations (shot
noise) [SI - [7]. In addition to this requirement, it is also
realized that the signal amplitude (or Raman gain) must exceed
the shot noise, and this requires the use of pump laser intensities on the order of 100 MW/cm2. Unfortunately, such high
intensities can produce substrate temperature changes which
result in relatively large changes in surface reflectivity in the
case ofmetals [8] . As an example, Levine et al. [3] found that
the required pump laser intensities would produce a Raman gain
of
whereas the change in surface reflectivity was
Since the gain signal is observed in reflection, the pump laser
induced change in reflectivity will obscure the weak Raman
gain signal and, in order to minimize this effect, picosecond
laser pulses are required.
Levine et al. [4] achieve the shot-noise limit as well as eliminate most of thethermal background signal by utilizing a
novel and complex laser amplitude and frequency modulation
scheme. Although the ultrahigh sensitivity of this system is
impressive, the sophisticated optical and electronic measures
required may not be justified by the signal-to-noise ( S / N )
improvement.
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